CASE STUDY

Vodacom Moçambique Uses BitRaser Data Eraser Software to Stay Compliant with Laws & Regulations

Founded in 2003 Vodacom is a leading telecommunications company operating in Mozambique. It is a subsidiary of Vodacom Group Limited and one of the largest mobile communication companies in Africa.

Business Need

Vodacom approached BitRaser with the following needs:

1. Secure Data Erasure Software: Vodacom wanted secure data erasure software for erasing sensitive data and helping them meet regulatory compliance.

2. SSD Wiping: The Company wanted to wipe SSD & NVMe drives securely.

3. Reports of Erasure: Vodacom required data erasure reports for meeting regulatory compliance.

Solution

Vodacom expressed their requirements basis which our team recommended using BitRaser Drive Eraser software to wipe drives, devices including Mac. The software is one stop solution to wipe mechanical and solid-state drives effectively. Exhaustive erasure reports are generated post-erasure that helps meet compliance with laws and regulations.

BitRaser Benefits

1. Secure Data Wiping: Using BitRaser, Vodacom could erase data from various devices and drives, including HDDs & SSDs in PCs, laptops, servers & Mac devices. The software guarantees 100% wiping leaving no information behind, not even from hidden areas.

“BitRaser has proven to be a fast and efficient tool for properly performing secure erasing. The BitRaser team went above and beyond to assist us. They were amazing and provided us with special pricing to fulfill our request.”
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2. **Unified Solution Across Locations**: BitRaser ISO customization feature helped Vodacom standardize the erasure process across different locations giving their team one click erasure experience.

3. **Immutable Data Erasure Certificates**: BitRaser software generates reports and certificates that serve as proofs of data erasure helping the company meet regulatory compliance requirements and fulfilling their audit obligations. The cloud console gave free 24/7 access to reports & certificates of data erasure.

4. **Cost-Effective and Reliable**: BitRaser proved to be an efficient, reliable, and economical software that delivered exceptional performance and peace of mind.

---

**Challenges**

Vodacom had been on the lookout for a secure data wiping software that could help them wipe SSDs and help them in staying compliant with laws.

---

**Solution**

**BitRaser Drive Eraser**

---

**Benefits**

BitRaser Drive Eraser can wipe SSDs & NVMe drives securely. The tamper-proof erasure reports help in meeting regulatory compliance. BitRaser is an economical solution for businesses of all sizes.

---
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